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P R O T E C T I V E  H E A D G E A R

PLAY WITH HART®
HIGH ACCELERATION REDUCTION TECHNOLOGY

Better Play
Unequal empowers you to perform at a higher 
level. Protection matters!

Greater Confidence
Unequal protection gives you a competitive edge.

Comfort
The contoured full coverage design fits snugly
but comfortably against the head.

In Soccer
Does not effect header rebound speed or control 
with proper heading technique.

Only 7mm Thin
Great look, sleek design.

ALI KRIEGER

World Cup Champion

First developed for the military, UNEQUAL
was adapted for sports in our acclaimed line

of protective supplemental headgear. Serious 
protection followed for the body. Today, there are 

over 100 patents on this powerful technology.

#BATTLEREADY
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HALO 3.0 LAB DATA tested to ASTM F2439-11. Testing Measure: AMBIENT ACCELERATION (g-force). Testing done at independent ASTM accredited lab. 
Results may vary.
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DISCLAIMER: Unequal reduces concussion risk, compared to no head protection. Leading medical doctors, PhD’s and scientists have concluded that a 
reduction in acceleration correlates with a reduction in concussion risk. Any player in any activity, game, or sport, can sustain a head injury even with head 
protection, and that no helmet, pad or Unequal product can prevent concussions or eliminate the risk of these injuries. See full product warning at unequal.com

Made of an advanced, military-grade composite which 

reduces acceleration, absorbs and disperses impact force.

UNEQUAL® REDUCES CONCUSSION RISK

It’s an advanced, military-grade composite which reduces

acceleration, absorbs and disperses impact force.

•  Provides 360° impact protection

•  Engineered with moisture-wicking
 and antimicrobial fabrics for sweat
 and odor management

•  Complies with FIFA LAW4 & tested
 to ASTM F2439-11

•  Low profile comfort

The ultimate in head protection for soccer, 7on7, 
flag football & women’s lacrosse. UNEQUAL HALO™ 
includes a coated aramid fabric and other advanced 
materials that together handle blunt force trauma 
and impact shock differently and better than 
typical plastics and foams.

Reduces Acceleration.  
Reduces Force. Reduces Risk.


